New Reality Transmission
From The Other Side, a Blog by Jenwytch (an Asperger’s
Autistic):
I was told this morning about an interesting project and event called New
Reality Transmission (thanks Gabriel ) which is facilitated by…
…a fulltime international team of physicists and mathematicians.
Our mission is to finalize an historic discovery of how gravity,
electromagnetism, the nuclear forces, space and consciousness are
part of the same unified field… a realm of information, where
consciousness literally interacts with geometry at the quantum
scale to create everything that we define as reality. Unfortunately,
we are not staffed to handle incoming e-mails or contact from the
public or the media at this point.
… They are encouraging people to participate in a worldwide meditation by
joining their website on November 11 at 11:11pm (New York time) and to
simply project their beliefs for 11 minutes…
On 11-11, 2010, one million people across the globe will mentally project a
unified vision of a new paradigm for our species… a new reality. The very real
physics that connects human consciousness with molecular structure will be
harnessed en masse during the largest scale simultaneous manifestation
transmission in recorded history.
Their explanation about why this meditation event can work is…
According to the most well tested theory in physics, Quantum
Mechanics, your consciousness changes reality. In this theory, the
phenomenon known as the collapse of the Quantum Wave
Function is what brings reality into existence. This is a fancy way
of saying that one’s conscious observation of small unseen waves
actually causes those waves to “collapse” into matter. In other
words, conscious observation materializes particles into existence.
I really believe in the idea behind this project. Being a Witch I would have to
say that I believe in the ability to create change by force of will. Another way
of saying this is that I believe it is possible to set up a “field of intention”, the

energy of which can be used to create change. Some people call this magic.
The imaginary lines between “science” and “magic” are becoming blurred.
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